
71cm

52cm
Length

161mm
121mm

LED technology changes constantly forward, so before selecting / ordering the most suitable product for you,

ask for a confirmation that this is the most updated product to our list.

warm 2700 Kelvin warm white 3000 Kelvin neutral white 4000 Kelvin

M
P Standard color

Available colors upon request

 Linear led lighting fitting
 wall-ceiling-floor mounted
 with anti-glare flap
 waterproof suitable for exteriors use
 from extruded aluminum powder coated
 polyester powder coated
 suitable for resistance in external spaces
 with incorporated High Power Led Smd technology
 CRI>80 |  3 SDCM |as standard
 Upon request available with CRI>90
 adjusted on a linear cooling system for best thermal management
 in 2700K-3000K-4000K color temperature
 upon request also available in 3500Κ-5000K and 6500K
 with symmetric lenses 10°-15°-25°-35°-45°-60°*
 or elliptical beam lenses 15°x35° , 20x60°*
 or wall washing lenses
 works with built in led driver, on/off as standard
 upon request available with dimmable led driver
 phase cut/Dali/1-10volt
 with 1 or 2 cable glands PGII IP68
 for input and output of power supply cables
 with brackets at the two sides for capability of movement
 with silicon gaskets and inox screws
 upon request is offered with pre-fitted cable in neoprene with length 1m
 or with male and female fis fast connection with IP67 protection 
 suitable for exterior lighting of building facades, windows

Upon request luminaire is available with pre-connected IP68 male and female fis for fast connection

Technoline 6

www.mpillumination.com
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*due to wide variety of available and suitable lenses for above luminaire,

the included angle beams are indicative and can be considered

as the most used. Upon request the beam angle of the lenses can be adjusted

accordingly to your needs.

23427  14.0W |  14x1.0W | 220-240v | 2700-3000-4000 KELVIN | 1120-1190-1260 LUMEN   LENGTH=615mm

23428  21.0W |  21x1.0W | 220-240v | 2700-3000-4000 KELVIN | 1680-1785-1890 LUMEN   LENGTH=915mm

23429  28.0W |  28x1.0W | 220-240v | 2700-3000-4000 KELVIN | 2240-2380-2520 LUMEN   LENGTH=1215mm

23430  35.0W |  35x1.0W | 220-240v | 2700-3000-4000 KELVIN | 2800-2975-3150 LUMEN   LENGTH=1515mm

Version 1

23432  21.0W |  14x1.5W | 220-240v | 2700-3000-4000 KELVIN | 1610-1680-1750 LUMEN   LENGTH=615mm

23433  31.5W |  21x1.5W | 220-240v | 2700-3000-4000 KELVIN | 2415-2520-2625 LUMEN   LENGTH=915mm

23434  42.0W |  28x1.5W | 220-240v | 2700-3000-4000 KELVIN | 3220-3360-3500 LUMEN   LENGTH=1215mm

23435  52.5W |  35x1.5W | 220-240v | 2700-3000-4000 KELVIN | 4025-4200-4375 LUMEN   LENGTH=1515mm

Version 2

655

CRI 80 | Led source power & Average Luminaire Flux                                                                                      

Indicative Flux list | Final lumen output depends from the selection of the angle beam

23426 7.0W | 7x1.0W | 220-240v | 2700-3000-4000 KELVIN | 560-595-630 LUMEN LENGTH=315mm

23431 10.5W | 7x1.5W | 220-240v | 2700-3000-4000 KELVIN | 805-840-875 LUMEN LENGTH=315mm


